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ABSTRACT
Word detection is considered an object detection problem. However,
characters are the basic building block in words, and the presence
of characters makes word detection different from general object
detection problems. Character region scores identification performs
consistently for handwritten text in low-contrast camera-captured
images, But detecting words from characters poses a challenge
because of variable character spacing in words. Nevertheless, con-
sidering the only character and ignoring a word’s entirety does not
cope with overlapping words in handwriting text. In our work, we
propose the fusion of character region scores with word detection.
Since the character level annotations are not available for handwrit-
ten text, we estimate the character region scores in a weakly super-
vised manner. Character region scores are estimated autonomously
from the word’s bounding box estimation to learn the character
level information in handwriting. We propose to fuse the character
region scores and images to detect words in camera-captured hand-
writing images. Fusion of character region score with image has
a higher recall of 88.4(+1.2) and outperforms the state of the state-
of-the-art object detector with 92.2(+0.4) mAP@0.5 and 64.0(+0.4)
mAP@0.5:0.95. The code and trained models are shared at the link:
http://github.com/sidrahhanif/KDD-DI-Word_detection-2022.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recently, detecting and recognising a handwritten text has gained
much attention from the research community. However, word de-
tection from unconstrained low-contrast camera-captured images
is still an open problem in document analysis. Word detection from
handwritten text plays a crucial role in the success of subsequent
applications such as word recognition or reconstruction.

In the previous work, the words are segmented in the top-down
approach where lines are segmented, then in the lines, the words
and characters are segmented [10]. This approach uses a variable-
sized window which is not robust to variation of word size in
camera-captured images. [9] used confidence scores of word hy-
potheses from word recognition and lexical modeling to improve

word detection. But if the lexicon method perform poorly then the
word detection is also effected.

Character detection shows promising results for natural image
scene text detection. Nevertheless, the scene text is very different
from the handwritten text. Words in natural image scene text are
separated from one another in an arbitrary shape and mainly in a
typed format. However, words in handwritten text often overlap
with one another in adjacent lines. Furthermore, the spacing be-
tween characters in words may vary depending on the individual
handwriting style. [16, 20] parameterized the word detection with
the character gap, but these approaches are not effective against
the overlapping words in handwritten text.

Moreover, scene text detection aims to localize the words in
natural scenes from varying perspectives. However, in handwriting,
the objective of word detection is to cope with different handwriting
styles. Specifically, varying character/word spacing in handwritten
text with uncontrolled camera conditions makes word detection
challenging. In the scene text detection domain, character detection
is used to localize word instances. [8] construct word detector
based on characters. The character region score detector is trained
on word bounding boxes. Similarly, [2] localized the individual
character and linked them to a text instance. The character region
scores are trained in a weakly supervised manner with synthetic
[5] and real dataset. Despite the success of character region scores
in scene text detection, it cannot be directly applied to handwritten
text since bounding box construction from character region scores
cannot handle overlapping text frequently seen in handwriting.

Previous research explore various object detection frameworks
for word detection in handwriting images.

Another work [24] proposed to use a Cascade R-CNN [4] for
handwriting detect. The invoice datsests is used in [24] with printed
and handwritten parts. It detects the words from both handwritten
and printed text. A two-stage framework is build in [22] where
the first stage generates a region proposal for words and the sec-
ond stage classifies the bounding box centered on a word. Also,
[23] searched the word in historical handwritten documents by
initializing the search using region proposals and embedding the
proposals into word embedding space. These methods rely on a
two-stage framework and proposal generation network. However,
the presence of region pooling for region proposals in a two-stage
network gives unsatisfactory results with handwriting images.

In recent years, the single-stage object detection algorithm has
improved object detection accuracy and speed. In [12] a single-
stage word detector [13] detect words and grade the examination
automatically. In [17], [13] detect and recognize Kawi characters on
copper inscriptions. These works are evaluated either on scanned
images or printed text. However, the proposed framework for word
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Figure 1: The overall block diagram of the convolution network comprising encoder, decoder and detection branches. Encoder-
decoder pair is used to learn character region scores and detection branch learn the multi-channel word detection for fused
character region scores and handwriting image. The break symbol between encoder-decoder branch and detection branch
shows the autonomy of both branches.

detection is evaluated on more realistic low-contrast camera cap-
tures images.

The proposed word detector has the following contributions:
1) We explore the character region score for word detection in
handwriting images. 2) Fuse the character region, affinity score,
and input image for multi-channel word detection. 3) Our work is
designed for low-contrast camera-captured handwriting images. 4)
Our proposed character region score and input fusion outperform
the state-of-the-art object detector for word detection in handwrit-
ten text.

2 METHODOLOGY
In our work, we propose to fuse character region and affinity score
with the input image to determine the word localization for camera-
captured handwritten text. The character region and affinity scores
give information about the character’s existence and probability
of character belonging to the same word, respectively. Characters
are fundamental building blocks for camera-capturing handwritten
images. However, the handwritten text lacks character annotation
for words. So, we adapt the character region score from [2]. In [2],
an encoder-decoder pair is trained for character region score with
80k synthetic images having character bounding box annotations.
Encoder in character region score network consist of VGG-16 [18]
backbone and decoder with skip connections similar to U-Net [15].
The encoder-decoder pair learns character region and affinity scores
for handwritten text. The labels for characters in the handwritten
text are generated in a weakly supervised manner. The predicted
character bounding boxes from handwritten text and ground-truth
character bounding boxes from synthetic datasets [5] are used to
train the encoder-decoder pair, which predicts character region
scores for handwriting images. The loss function for character
region score and affinity map is given in eq. 1.

𝐿 =
∑︁
𝑝

𝑆𝑐 (𝑝) ·
(𝑆𝑟 (𝑝) − 𝑆∗𝑟 (𝑝)

2
2 +

𝑆𝑎 (𝑝) − 𝑆∗𝑎 (𝑝)
2
2

)
(1)

where 𝑆∗𝑟 (𝑝) and 𝑆∗𝑎 (𝑝) denote the pseudo-ground truth region
score and affinity map, respectively, and 𝑆𝑟 (𝑝) and 𝑆𝑎 (𝑝) denote
the predicted region score and affinity score, respectively.

Figure 2: (a) character region + affinity score (b)word detec-
tion based on (a)

The two fundamental challenges in designing a word detection
algorithm for practical application are the diversity in handwriting
styles and the low-contrast of camera-captured handwriting images.
Fig. 2(a) shows the normalized sum of character region scores and
affinity scores for GNHK handwriting datasets [11]. The character
map predicted by weakly supervised learning is a good indicator
of the character’s presence. However, Fig. 2(b) shows that the de-
terministic method to construct bounding boxes on these character
region scores [2] is not able to detect the word for handwritten text.
Therefore, in our work, we propose to train a multi-channel object
detector with these character region scores described in the Sec 2.1.
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Method mAP@0.5 mAP@0.5:0.95
Two-stage object detector [14] 78.0 56.5
Character region score [2] 60.3 56.5

Table 1: The detection accuracy for two-stage object detector
[14] and Character region score [2]

2.1 Multi-channel word detector
Though character region scores are a good indicator for words, as
shown in 1(a), the bounding box estimation on character region
scores cannot handle a handwriting style. Fig. 1(b) highlighted that
character region scores alone are insufficient to perform well for
overlapping words in adjacent lines.

To keep the advantages offered by the character region score
and to prevent the problem shown in 1(b), we propose to fuse
the character region and affinity scores with the input image to
learn word detection from handwritten text. Word detection from
handwritten text is a single-class detection problem with multiple
steams of input information. The detection network consists of
convolutional layers with dense connections and pyramid pooling.
It is a multi-channel word detection framework for handwritten
text.

In previous research, multi-channel input is utilized for object
detection in satellite images [19] and outdoor scenes [21]. However,
these researches used additional information bands such as infrared
or depth maps, which are readily available with datasets. However,
we propose learning the character region score in weakly super-
vised manner without any character level annotations. We fuse the
character region score and affinity scores for word detection into an
object detection framework [3, 6, 14]. Single-stage objects detector
[14] performs better on word detection than a two-stage object
detectors [3]. The work in [1] used region score to detect word. It
estimates the heat map of words and generates the region proposal
on the estimated heat map. The heat map and regional proposals are
fed into the filter network to learn if the region proposal envelops a
word. This work is very different from our proposed approach. First,
it does not learn any information about the character regions and
is limited to estimating word region scores. Secondly, their region
proposal generation is also limited to a heat map of words. However,
in our work, we propose combining the cons of both handwriting
image and its character region scores. The character region scores
break the word entity into basic building blocks (character), and
the affinity map provides the probability of them belonging to the
same word. Our proposed method is independent of vocabulary
and considers words’ character region and affinity scores in hand-
written text. Therefore, it can be easily scalable to any document
type and vocabulary.

3 EXPERIMENTS
In the next section, we briefly describe the low-contrast camera-
captured GNHK dataset [11] and evaluate the performance of word
detection on it.

Figure 3: Sample images from GNHK datasets [11] with
bounding boxes

Input Prec Recall mAP@0.5 mAP@0.5:0.95
Word detector [3]

image 90.1 87.2 91.8 63.6
Multi-channel word detector with character region scores [2, 3]

image || RS 90.3
(+0.2) 87.7 91.8 64.0

image || (RS + AS) 89.8 88.4
(+1.2)

92.2
(+0.4)

64.0
(+0.4)

Table 2: The detection statistics for image, character region
and affinity score on multi-channel object detector network
[3]. In the table, image stands for 3-channel handwriting
image, RS stands for character region score and AS stands
for character affinity scores.

Handwriting size Prec Recall mAP@0.5 mAP@0.5:0.95
image

Large 82.0 89.6 89.5 64.8
Med 91.5 92.2 94.1 68.0
Small 89.5 86.1 91.1 62.2

image || (RS + AS)
Large 84.9 90.7 91.1 65.7
Med 92.0 91.7 94.4 67.1
Small 89.2 86.9 91.3 62.1

Table 3: The detection statistics for image and character re-
gion scores as input for the object detector network [3] for
large, medium, and small handwriting sizes

3.1 Datasets
The images in GNHK datasets are sourced from Europe, North
America, Africa, and Asia. It is a diverse dataset as penmanship
varies in different parts of the world. The dataset consists of 687
images containing different types of handwritten text, such as shop-
ping lists, sticky, and diaries notes. Mobile phone cameras captured
images under unconstrained settings. Therefore, it may contain
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Figure 4: The qualitative results for word detection for low-contrast camera -captured handwritten text

shadows from mobile devices, and handwriting has very low con-
trast with the background, as visible in Fig. 3. There is a corre-
sponding JSON file for each handwritten-text image containing the
annotations of words in the images. Fig. 3(a) shows the image of
handwritten text, and Fig. 3(b) shows the ground truth bounding
boxes of words for each word in handwritten text.

3.2 Results and discussion
In our work, a multi-channel object detector is proposed for word
detection for GNHK datasets [11]. In [11] the baseline is established
with two-stage word detector [7, 14]. Table. 1 shows the perfor-
mance of the two-stage object detector and character region score.
It can be seen in Table. 1 that the object detector and character
region score have the same mAP@0.5:0.95 accuracy (0.565), how-
ever for mAP@0.5 two-stage object detector (0.780) have higher
accuracy than character region score (0.603). The low accuracy of
the character region score is because of a deterministic bounding
box estimation for words [2]. For overlapping text in handwriting,
the deterministic estimation does not work for handwriting text,
as shown in Fig. 1.

In our work, we propose to perform multi-channel word de-
tection leveraging character region and affinity score along with
handwriting text image. The single-stage object detector outper-
forms the two-stage detector by a large margin. Table. 2 shows the
quantitative results for image, character region (RS), and affinity
scores (AS) for the word detector network [3]. In Table. 2, we can
see that the multi-channel information consisting of handwriting
image, character region scores, and affinity map outperforms the
word detector without character region and affinity scores [3]. The
multi-channel word detector increases the recall by 1.2%, mAP@0.5,
and mAP@0.5:0.95 by 0.4%. Therefore, additional information from
weakly supervised character region scores beats the state-of-the-art
word detector.

Fig. 4 show the qualitative results for challenging examples with
low-contrast and overlapping words. Nevertheless, our method still
produces a reasonable detection compared to state-of-the-art word
detector [3]. In that case, the character region and affinity score
provide the word clues shown in character scores map in Fig. 4.

We also validated in Table. 3 that character region and affinity
scores gives better performance for large and medium-size words. It
gives approximately 1% improvement in mAP@0.5 with the single-
stage word detector. On the other hand mAP@0.5:0.95 declines for
small handwriting text as the quality of character region scores
declines for very small word sizes. In Table 3, we illustrate the results
for large, medium, and small handwritten text. Character region and
affinity scores for large and medium handwriting outperform input
images for word detection. Character region and affinity scores
as word clues with RGB images of handwritten text improves the
word detection accuracy on camera-captured handwriting images.

4 CONCLUSION
In our work, we propose the multi-channel word detection that
leverage the character region scores trained in a weakly supervised
manner for handwritten text. The character region and affinity
scores improve the qualitative and quantitative results. The state-
of-the-art word detector struggles to detect words in low-contrast
camera-captured handwriting images. However, the proposedmulti-
channel word detector performs well also on challenging examples.
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